Abstract-In this contribution we present some analytical performance bounds that point out the key parameters dominating the performance of symbol-by-symbol combined-type maximum a posteriori equalizers/decoders for trellis-coded modulation (TCM) transmissions over fast-faded intersymbol-interference-impaired Rayleigh-channels with diversity reception. Guidelines are also provided for the design of good TCM codes matched to the statistical features of the multipath transmission links and application examples are developed that support the actual effectiveness of the presented results.
The relative merits of "combined" and "separate" schemes are tested in the recent contribution [7] where results about the comparison between several adaptive receiving architectures are also reported. The issue of the implementation complexity is also addressed in [7, Sec. IV] , whereas in [7, Sec. V.B] we present numerical plots testing the actual effectiveness of "combined" and "separate" adaptive detectors for some GSM-type wireless channels. The effects of interleaving on the reliability of coded systems with "separate" adaptive equalization/decoding are also tested in [7, Sec. V].
izers/decoders have been numerically tested, for example, in [7] and [10] , and analytical results about their performances on slow-variant (i.e., static) links have been presented in [8] , [9] , and [11, Sec. 7.5] . However, an examination of these contributions shows that standard TCM codes effective on perfectly interleaved flat-faded channels fall short on multipath links when combined equalizers/decoders are utilized [10, Sec. IV], [11, Sec. 7.5] . This means that design of good TCM codes for multipath links is not driven by the usual criteria reported, for example, in [1] and [2, Ch. 5] for ISI-free perfectly interleaved wireless channels.
The main goals of this contribution are to give insight into the key parameters dominating the performance of multipath impaired TCM schemes decoded via "combined" symbol-by-symbol (SbS) maximum a posteriori (MAP) minimum-error-probability equalizers/decoders [7] , [12] and, then, provide effective guidelines for their optimized design. In this regard, we recall that maximum-likelihood sequence estimators (MLSEs) and SbS-MAP detectors are both optimal but under different performance criteria; in fact, MLSEs minimize the sequence-error probability, while SbS-MAP receivers reduce the corresponding symbol-error probability. As a consequence, performance bounds for MLS and SbS detectors exhibit different structures and properties [3] , [4] , [13] and then usual design rules optimizing MLS-based receivers generally are no longer optimal for SbS-based ones [4] , [13] . Furthermore, since SbS detectors output reliable soft-statistics with small decision delays, their utilization is appealing in concatenated-type (possibly, adaptive) receiving structures. According to this observation, the numerical comparisons carried out in [7] support the conclusion that interesting performance improvements can be achieved in mobile cellular applications when the soft-statistics delivered by SbS combined equalizers/decoders are exploited for enhancing the tracking capability of the channel-estimators embedded in adaptive receivers. These appealing features of the combined-type SbS detectors provide reasons for a careful investigation about their performance limits.
Since the performance of SbS combined equalizers/decoders for TCM transmissions over time-invariant deterministic wireline ISI channels has been already analyzed in [4] , in this contribution we concentrate on the following results.
1) Starting from a suitable application of the union-Bhattacharyya bound, in this paper analytical limits are presented for the performance evaluation of SbS combined 0090-6778/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE Fig. 1 . Discrete-time T -sampled low-pass complex version of the considered TCM system. T is the signaling period of the system. equalizers/decoders working on multipath fast-faded environments which unveil the (few) key parameters affecting the asymptotic behavior of the overall transmission system. In addition, the effects of diversity-reception are also accounted for. The presented bounds differ from the usual ones for time-invariant channels. In fact, the analytical limits we report point out that in fast-faded applications the performance of the considered combined-type detectors strongly depends on the statistical features of the multipath phenomena impairing the transmission link, and such a kind of dependence (obviously) vanishes when time-invariant "known" channels are considered. 2) On the basis of the presented bounds, criteria for the optimization of TCM codes are developed and guidelines for the effective design of good TCM schemes are provided. These last are quite different from the corresponding ones suited for MLS-based receivers [8] [9] [10] , especially when the maximum decision delay allowed the overall transmission system must be also accounted for by the code-design procedure. The remainder of the work is organized as follows. After the system modeling of Section II, the performance bounds are presented in Section III for the case of perfect channel-state information (CSI) and then they are utilized in Section IV for the optimized design of TCM schemes. Finally, in the conclusive Section V we address the generalization of the presented results to the (more realistic case) of imperfect CSI.
II. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSIDERED MULTIPATH-IMPAIRED CODED SYSTEM
As sketched in Fig. 1 , the system we consider is constituted by branches corrupted by independent equal-power additive white Gaussian noises (AWGNs) and randomly time-variant ISI phenomena described by the -sampled -variate impulse responses , . 2 The transmitted -bit information stream , , is mapped onto the corresponding modulated sequence , , , by a TCM encoder of rate and constraint-length which generates the th coded symbol according to the usual relationship ( is the output transformation of the encoder and is the correspondent Markovian state at the th epoch). There- 2 As usual, we assume that the lth impulse response vector g (i), 1 l Div, accounts for the combined effects of the transmitting filter, ISI-corrupted randomly time-variant waveform channel, receiving filter, and baud-rate sampler. Therefore, the validity of the performance bounds presented in Section III is general and is not limited by the particular setting actually adopted for the front-end receiving filter. At this regard, we note that, in principle, the optimum receiver should employ Div time-variant filters matched to the channel-impulse responses. However, in practice suboptimal (square-root raised cosine) filters matched only to the transmit pulse-shaper are usually implemented at the receiver. Furthermore, in our framework the correlation between adjacent samples possibly introduced in the sampled impulse responses by the receiving front-end filters are accounted for by the resulting autocorrelation matrix sequence f (i)g of (6). (2)] (2) (the matrices in (2) are binary shift-type block-matrices structured as reported in [4, p. 418] , while the symbol indicates that the underlying algebraic operations must be computed 2). Now, since an SbS combined equalizer/decoder working with an assigned decoding-delay computes the MAP-decided symbol on the basis of the available observed vector received until step [3, Sec. II-A], for evaluating the performance of this decoder we need to make explicit the relationship between the observed sequence and the transmitted one. For this purpose, we note that starting from (1) the following formula can be derived [3, Sec. II]: (3) where , , are the -variate block-vectors that collect the super-states, the noisesamples, and the channel impulse responses up to step , respectively. Furthermore (4) in (3) is an -variate complex column vector, whereas (5) is a diagonal block-matrix constituted by block of dimension . Before proceeding, few words about the statistical model assumed for the fading phenomena are in order. In more detail, we assume that the -variate complex impulse responses , , of the channel are zero-mean mutually independent Gaussian stationary complex random sequences which share common second-order statistics and then are statistically described by the corresponding matrix autocorrelation sequence , . 3 Therefore, the resulting -variate column vector , , collecting the outcomes of the th impulse response up to step is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with covariance block-matrix built up by the (matrix) lags of the previously defined autocorrelation sequence according to
Furthermore, since the corresponding rank-sequence , is nondecreasing for increasing , it must approach the corresponding limit value after a (possibly infinite) number of steps so that we have for .
III. PROPOSED PERFORMANCE BOUNDS
Under the (quite) usual assumption of perfect CSI at the receiver (see the conclusive Section V for the case of imperfect CSI), the conditional symbol-error probability (SEP) of the combined SbS equalizer/decoder of Fig. 1 can be effectively upper-bounded by resorting to union-Bhattacharyya techniques, which in our case give rise to the following relationship [3, Sec. III-A] in (7), shown at the bottom of the page. 4 Furthermore, in (7) are the observations received up to step , is the decision delay of the decoder, and is the subset of constituted by the outcomes of the super-state with the th component equal to (an analogous definition also holds for with the -index replaced by the -index [3] , [4] ). Now, since the noises and the fading phenomena affecting the transmission link of Fig. 1 have been assumed Gaussian, the computation of the integrals present in (7) and the averages over the fading statistics can be carried out by employing standard formulas for the evaluation of multivariate Gaussian integrals [3, Sec. III] so that the final result for the bound on the average SEP looks as follows:
Furthermore, in (8) the positions detailed below also hold.
• The parameter is defined as . Hence, for unity-energy signal constellations and channel-impulse responses, the parameter agrees with the average SNR per transmitted coded symbol and diversity branch.
• is the subset of outcomes with the th component equal to (an analogous definition holds for with the -index replaced by the -index).
• After introducing the Hermitian semidefinite-positive diagonal squared block matrix diag
the real-valued nonnegative determinant in (8) is defined as (10) and it accounts for the combined effects of the employed TCM scheme and multipath fast-fading phenomena. The tightness of the bound we present in (8) has been tested for some typical -spaced, equal-powered, uncorrelated scattering (US), three-tap cellular mobile radio channels with channel-tap coefficients sharing the usual autocorrelation sequence [2, Table 9 .2] (11)
The numerical plots obtained for the rate 1/2, constraint-length 2, TCM encoder with octal generators (1, 3) and Gray mapping onto a quadrature phase-shift keying (symmetric) constellation are reported in Figs. 2 and 3 and refer to the performance of an SbS combined equalizer/decoder working with a decision-delay set to the overall memory length of the simulated coded system. 5 As Figs. 2 and 3 show, the bound in (8) appears tight within 2.2 dB and 1-1.2 dB for coded systems with and and the additional numerical plots reported in [3, Sec. III] also confirm this conclusion.
Finally, we also note that the matrix in (9) accounts for the distance spectrum between the -long coded streams generated by the TCM encoder in correspondence of the two super-state sequences and . In fact, it can be proved that the (scalar) element in the th row and th column of depends on the output transformation of the encoder as [3, Sec. III] (12) with the positions and
A. Asymptotic Form of the Performance Bound
Since the bound in (8) depends on summation terms, it appears too complex to be effectively utilized for TCM design purposes, so that in the sequel we develop a simpler asymptotic bound depending on few key parameters that captures the system performance at moderate-high SNRs. In fact, after observing that for (that is, for ), the determinant in (10) can be effectively approximated by the highest-order term of the corresponding power-series expansion carried out with respect to , from (8) we obtain the following expression for the asymptotic steady-state performance of the overall coded system [3, Sec. IV]: (13) where ; and
Furthermore, the nonnegative real parameters in the brackets in (14) are related to the above cited coefficients of the power-series expansion of (10) and they can be explicitly evaluated via the following relationships for and , respectively:
The summation limits present in (16) are defined as , , while is the th-order minor built up by the scalar elements picked out from the covariance matrix in (6) in correspondence of the row and column indexes , and , respectively.
The appealing feature of the asymptotic bound (13) is its simple structure that clearly stresses that the ultimate performance of a TCM scheme on time-variant multipath environments essentially depends on the values assumed by the three key parameters , , and . More in particular, the asymptotic rank of the covariance matrices in (6) only depends on the second-order statistics of the multipath phenomena and it plays the role of a diversity parameter dependent on the time correlation and Doppler power-spectrum of the impulse responses of the considered wireless link.
Remark [On the Tightness of the Asymptotic Bound in (13) ]: Due its asymptotic nature, the bound in (13) is somewhat looser than that in (8); however, the performance plots of Figs. 2 and 3 show that the gap between the two bounds is typically within 0.7 dB even for moderate SNRs ranging around 12-13 dB. Hence, as for the more examined case of ISI-free perfectly-interleaved fading channels [1] , [2, Ch. 10], [5, Sec. 6.6], even our asymptotic bound looks tight enough to be effectively employed for the actual design of TCM codes in practical applications working at moderate SNRs of the order of about 11-13 dB. This conclusion is also supported by the plots of Figs. 4 and 5 that report the (simulated) performances of some TCM schemes optimized according to the asymptotic bound (13) .
IV. OPTIMIZED DESIGN OF TCM CODES
Since the performance of standard TCM codes optimized for flat-faded channels severely degrades when ISI is present [2, Sec. 11.1], [10, Sec. IV], an important (still open) question concerns the design of codes effectively matched to multipath fadings. For this purpose, we resort to the asymptotic bound (13) and note that the real-valued nonnegative parameter jointly depends on the statistics of the fading phenomena and the distance-spectrum of the TCM codewords. In more detail, the dependence of (13) on the second-order statistics of the Table I , whereas those labeled -3-3, 4-4 refer to the standard STTCM1, STTCM2 and STTCM3 codes. The curve marked as -gives the BER of the corresponding binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)-modulated uncoded system with ML one-shot detection. Perfect CSI is assumed. Fig. 5 . Measured BERs for the two-tap link of Example 2 in Section IV with SbS combined equalization/decoding. The plots marked as -, -, andgive the performances of the optimized OTCM2, OTCM5, and OTCM6 codes of Table I , whereas those labeled -3-3, 4-4 refer to the standard STTCM1, STTCM2 and STTCM3 ones. In addition, the curve drawn as -reports the performance of the corresponding BPSK-modulated uncoded system with SbS equalization. Perfect CSI is assumed. fading process is due to the presence of the autocorrelation lag in (15) and the minors in (16), whereas the link between the bound and the output function of the TCM encoder is directly given by the function and the terms appearing in (12), (15), and (16). Therefore, on the basis of these remarks we can state that design of TCM schemes optimally matched to the statistical behavior of the impairing fast-faded multipath phenomena essentially requires that the encoder output function is set so as to maximize the value assumed by the parameter present in (13) . Now, by directly focusing on the more general case of , a computer-aided searching procedure for good TCM schemes can be devised by noting that the stationarity of the random processes present in Fig. 1 constraints the -indexed sequence of nonnegative coefficients defined in (14) to approach the limit value after a generally limited number of steps. As a consequence, we can pose and then replace for in the bound (13) . Hence, since from (14) it results that is the minimum element of the following set: (17) we can conclude that the above-stated design criterion requires that the output function of the encoder must be chosen so as to maximize the minimum element of the set (17).
Furthermore, it can be proved [3, Sec. V] that for the previously introduced time parameter the following lower bound holds:
(18) Thus, after indicating as the maximum value assumed by the parameter over the set of the allowable functions, the resulting procedure for designing good codes simply requires that the -indexed sequence of coefficients is computed step-by-step for increasing values of the -parameter. This searching procedure ends at if the obtained coefficient is big enough to satisfy the performance limit requested by the system issues. At this point, the function which gives rise to fixes the structure of the optimized TCM code and the steady-state performance of this latter is still given by (13) with replaced by . Some simple illustrative examples can help to gain more insight into the described code-searching procedure.
Example 1 (Flat Faded Case): As a first application example, we apply the described design procedure to search good codes over the family of rate 1/2, constraint-length 2, TCM-codes with 4-PSK symmetric constellations. For this purpose, let us consider a transmission link constituted by a single tap affected by fadings described by the above introduced (11) with . Therefore, in the considered example the encoder-state takes values on the set (19) Now, for the considered value of the product only the first-and second-order minors picked out from the corresponding fading covariance matrices in (6) are not negligible so that we can attempt to search an optimized code by directly posing [see (18)]. Since in this example the second-order minors of in (6) share the value , the minimum element of the corresponding set in (17) is proportional to . Hence, an admissible function which maximizes this Euclidean-distance product is given by the relationships: , , , , and for this code (thereinafter referred to as OTCM1) the parameter is proportional to 4. The performance plots of Fig. 4 confirm the actual effectiveness of the designed OTCM1 scheme and show that coding gains up to 15 dB are achieved over the corresponding uncoded scheme. Furthermore, according to the asymptotic bound of (13) , the slope (in a log scale) of the simulated performance plot for the optimized OTCM1 code approaches for SNRs over 12-13 dB. Additional coding gains ranging from 2.5 to 4.0 dB are achieved by the more powerful OTCM3 and OTCM4 codes described in Table I , which have been still optimized according to the proposed design-criterion. Finally, a comparison of the plots drawn in Fig. 4 allows us to appreciate the actual performance improvements offered by these optimized codes over the STTCM1, STTCM2, and STTCM3 standard ones of [2, Figs. 5.35, 5.38, 5 .39, and related text], which are typically considered suitable for perfectly interleaved ISI-free Rayleigh channels. 6 Example 2 (Multipath Faded Case): As a second illustrative example, let us consider a two-tap transmission link which is affected by frequency-selective fast-fading phenomena described by the matrix autocorrelation sequence reported below (20) By referring again to the same family of rate 1/2, constraintlength 2, 4-PSK TCM schemes considered in the previous example, we apply the proposed design procedure for a decision delay of two steps ( , ). Since for the fading process described in (20) only the first-and second-order minors of the corresponding covariance block-matrix in (6) are not negligible and, in addition, , we can still attempt to search good codes starting with . Now, in the present case the size of the set defined in (17) is 64 and its elements are computable via the following relationship:
Therefore, from (21) it turns out that the minimum value allowable for is proportional to and this last is maximized by setting, for example, , , , . The numerical plots of Fig. 5 show that coding gains of about 6 dB are achieved by this optimized code (thereinafter referred to as OTCM2) over the corresponding uncoded system. Even better coding gains over the uncoded system which range from 11 to 12.5 dB at moderate/high SNRs are achieved by the optimized OTCM5 and OTCM6 codes described in Table I . In more detail, Fig. 5 also shows that these optimized codes outperform the standard STTCM2 and STTCM3 ones of about 3.2-3.4 dB at measured BERs ranging from 10 to 10 .
V. SOME CONCLUSIVE REMARKS ABOUT THE MORE GENERAL CASE OF IMPERFECT CSI Although the proposed bounds of Section III and the related design procedure of Section IV have been developed under the assumption of perfect CSI, nevertheless the presented analytical tool remains, by fact, unchanged when the receiver is actually assisted by a linear unbiased channel estimator as, for example, the usual Kalman-like tracker or least-mean-squares estimator. In fact, in this more realistic case the performance bounds (8), (13) still hold after replacing the channel covariance matrices of (6) with the corresponding ones pertaining to the channel estimates; in turn, this implies that in the asymptotic bound (13) the limit rank must be replaced by the corresponding one of the matrix sequence of the covariances of the estimated channel-taps, and similar (direct) replacements are requested for the minors of (15) and (16). In this regard, it should be also remarked that in wireless applications based on packet-transmission the estimated sequence may depend on the data-stream actually sent by the transmitter for the periodic training of the channel-estimator cited at the receiver. Therefore, in principle the estimated covariance sequence to be used in (6) should be evaluated on the basis of the training-stream really present in the transmitted packets. However, since practical coherent receivers for mobile applications require accurate tracking of the link fluctuactions for achieving acceptable quality-of-service [11] , it is expected that, by fact, the effect of the training sequence on the bounds (8), (13) remains, indeed, quite limited. Additional considerations on this topic can be found, for example, in [14] , where some algorithms for estimating the link statistics are also presented.
